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1. Introduction

Imprint springs ftom a fundamental prcperty d
ferroelectric rnaterials and is driven primarily by domains
within the rnaterial. Understanding the impact d
domains within a fenoelecfic material is cnrcial to
controlling the long term reliability of commercial devices
made from these same materials. The author will discuss
the role that domains play in the imprint mechanism. He
will propose a relatioruhip between voltage offsets ard
measured polarization. Finally, published imprint test
techniques will be critiqued for accuracy relative the
domain model of imprint.

2. Domains and hnprint:
The problem of imprint was first noted by Dr.

Norm Abt of National Semiconductor Corporation at the
kfiernational Symposium on Integrated Fenoelectrics in
1991.[U It evennrally came to be understood as retention
failurc of a ferrcelectric memory bit as a function of the
length of time that bit had previously remained in the
opposite state. Imprint has become the primary reliability
limitation of ferroelectic memories.

Subsequent research by Radiant Technologies, Irrc.
ard Sandia National Laboratories, both in Albuquerque,
NM, USA, has shown conclusively that domains are the
driving force behind the direction of imprint and that fi€e
charges within tlrc material are the source of the inter-nal
space charge.[2] The residual electric field of the domains
causes drift of fiee charges within the material, producing
an asymmetrical distribution of the charges. The
asymmetrical distribution of charges, once trapped out
into material sites, becomes a built in electric field that
shiffs the coercive voltages of the individual domains.
Many questions still remain. What are the source(s) d
the fiee charge? What material traps exist within the
material and what are their energy levels? How much fie
charge exists in the material?

A second consequerce of imprint is the loss d
polarization produced by the capacitor. Are these two
effects indeperdent of eachother or is one the consequence
of the other? I propose a model below which specifies
that polarization loss during imprint is a paxameter
dependent upon the trysteresis offset and its rate of offset.

3. Measuring Iniprint
There arc essentially two methods for tracking

imprint, one based on lrysteresis drift[3] and the other
based on polarization loss[4]. Variarces in these
approaches also exist[5] but they measure the s{rme
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parameters. In the most basic test format the sample is
set into a known polarization state. It is subjected to a
hightemperature and then tested for the specific parameter
being studied.

Evans, et al [3] published data in 1995 that showed
the relationship between polarization loss and hysteresis
offset. The data was taken using the basic test format
described above and it very clearly shows the relationship
betweenpolarization loss and hysteresis voltage offset.
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Figue 1: Voltage Offset and Polarization Loss from Imprint

The polarizattan failure occurs to the opposite state
ftom ttr,at being stressed at temperature. The high ard
low polarization states actually reverse their positions at
the point of memory failure. The other noteworthy point
of interest in Figure I is the fact that the magnitude of the
hysteresis offsetvoltage equals the initial coercive voltage
at the point of failure. When polarization is used as the
quality factor, it can only be quantified as a single
number: the time to failure. And, the test must be run
almost all the way to failure to be sure. On the other
hand, the voltage offset parameter can be described with a
lirpar slope. The slope can be projected to the value d
the initial coercive voltage in order to predict the point d
failure. The test does not have to be run to the point d
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failure to accurately predict the time to failure. This is
especially important when the imprint qulity of the
ferroelecfiic material is high. Such is the case for niobium
doped Lead Zirconate Titanate (PNZT). The
composition in Figure I is 0/20/80. The addition of 47o

niobium as a dopant rduces tlre imprint rate such that it
can meet a 10 year industrial specification as shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Imprint Rates for 0/20180 and 4120180 PNZT

4. Polarization vs Voltage Offset
How then are the polarization loss and voltage oftet

related? The aruwer most likely lies in the part of the
hysteresis loop associated with the remanerfi polarization
alone. This can be measured by subtracting switching
ard non-switching trysteresis loops in an analogue to the
pulse results of the PUND test. The Pr value in Figure 3

is the remanent polarization loop and it has its own tVc.
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Figure 3: Measuring the Rernanent Polarization Hysteresis

The shift of this loop originating from the growth of
the internal field, as modeled in Figure 4, causes the loss
of polarization compared to the unsffied loop. The loop
inFigure 4 has been strifted to the failure point.

The two arrcws represerfi the swirched polarizations
that would be measured by a PUND test. The longer orrc
represents the polarization that would be seen at zero
imprint offset The shorter anow represents the
polarization at imprint failure. The envelope of the
remarrcnt polarization hysteresis curve is the path followed
by the remanent polarization as the offset voltage grows.

The change of the remarpnt polarization in time can be

modeledby the translation of the remanent hysteresis loop
at the rate of gowthof the voltage offset.
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Figure 4: Simulation of Imprint Offset Voltage.

5. Test Quality
Three approaches to imprint testing have been

proposed in the literature.[3,4,51 The Ramtron Ql23 test

[a] has been used extensively to characterize FeRAM bit
failure rates, making projections based on the traditional
activation ercrgy model. This is furdamentally a
polarization imprint test. Whether the test accurately
predicts the tnre long term faihre rate is deperdent upon
whether tlrere is a relationship between activation energr
used to characterize the bit failure rate ard the imprint xate

of the hysteresis voltage offset growth rate.
The static hysteresis test meazures hysteresis oftet

voltage and can be oonelated in theory with the domain
model. But, it depends upon long period voltage
applications to make its measurements and this condition
has been shown to disturb the imprint state of the desice

under test [6,7]. The DC biases do not correlate with the
erwironment of the FeRAM memory bit.

6. Conclusion
Direct measurement of the remanent hysteresis oftet

voltage gowth rate provides the most direct measure ard
prediction of time to failure for a population of devices.
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